
THE PETITION I circulated last mailing did not draw as much support as did 
that circulated by Boggs. Perhaps it was because I did not 

circularize the membership afterwards to round up votes. In any case I re
ceived 28 affirmative votes on the petition, and 10 negative votes, plus 
one additional affirmative vote which was later withdrawn, but not changed. 
Even so, as Redd’s petition passed it appears that the majority of FAPA 
want Walter Breen as a member. So be it. Obviously, I, who do not want him 
as a member, must either accept the will of the majority, or resign.As it 
happens, my Huff is in the repair shop right not, having its Snort real- 
ligned, and I am unable to go off in it; therefore I shall grovel humbly 
and snivelingly in the dirt before the Righteous Majority of FAPA and re
main a member. (I wouldn't ordinarily do this, you understand, but Ted 
Johnstone says I have to if I don’t resign, and as he is one of the RM of 
FAPA, I’m sure he must be correct in all he says.)
THE FAPA ELECTION is upon us again, and I am a trifle disconcerted to find 

that I am running unopposed for Official Editor. Don't 
you people realize the glorious opportunities the 0E has? He could throw 
out someone's zine and blame the P0 for not delivering it; or he could hold 
up someone's mailing for a couple months, or even not send it at all, once 
more placing the blame on the P0; or... . Yet no one else has filed for the 
post -- evidently there is no one in the organization interested in taking 
advantage of these opportunities. Worse yet, since most of the organization 
knew I had filed, it is evident that no one is interested enough to stop 
me from taking advantage of the opportunities. Or perhaps -- horrible idea 
-- perhaps no one believes I would do it? Perhaps they are right... . Just 
perhaps. Oh, well, everyone can still write in Rich Brown.... .
HAVING BUGGED several of you already, let's go into the mailing comments 

and see if we can continue the trend. It is deadline night, 
so comments will be brief.
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PERMIT ME VOYAGE A book of versus underneath the bow;

Attend the stern, all ways a head to plough 
With one to point - the Apex of your sight — 
At goals which must be kicked, an other Might 
Prevail for now, but soon the craft to side 
Must go, in time — to finish up de ride...... BEP

SYNAPSE Herr. Speer, you probably don't remember that William Tell takes 
place in Switzerland -- and that Hermann Gessler is the Governor 

who ordered everyone to salute his hat.
A wedding thoroughly fannish in decor and costume? Well, if anyone in 

fandom can arrange it, it'll be an Angeleno. Everyone would wear propell
er beanies, the organist would play filksongs, the guests would sign in



2x2/
on stencils for the Guest Book (which would be run off during the re
ception), all the gifts would have to be fannish... . I’m not sure it 
would be a good idea after all, Jack.
A FANZINE FOR NOW! "...I suspect I'll be able to get the Additions and 

Corrections to the old fanzine index into the next 
mailing." ...Alan John Lewis, FAPA 107, May 1964. Uh-huh, and I'll put 
that publication right next to that Oz book Ted White promised for FAPA 
about two years or so ago.

The next time you send in stencils to be run and type them so that no 
side margins are allowed, both Boggs and I may shoot you -- him for prob
lems in duplication, me for problems in binding. (Though I suppose a 
backing sheet or pocket would solve my problem.)
SPINNAKER REACH Regarding the descrepancy in dates on Elmer's publica

tion in the Feb. Mailing, where I said it was received
8 Feb and Elmer said the last page was stencilled 9 Feb: On 8 Feb there 
was a party in Dian's and my honor at the Ellik-Lewis abode, during which 
time one Elmer Perdue did hand me his FAPAzine. So I'm afraid Elmer goofed 
the dateinThere have been times -- and there will probably me more -- when 
a zine has been received after deadline but before the mailing is finally 
assembled, and I'll list it as being received the deadline day (especially 
if the member needs the credit to save his membership), but as the FAPA 
deadline is always Saturday, this is a far less frequent happening in 
FAPA than in SAPS, whose deadline can be any day of the week.
SOME NOTES TOWARD A FAPA TELEPHONE DIRECTORY (as of August 1964)
Anderson, Karen.........415-254-0691
Ballard, Wrai...........206-632-1938
Bergeron, Richard.......Unlisted
Boggs, R.edd. . ...........None
Breen, W & M............415-526-0271
Busby, FM & E...........206-282-5927
Carr, Terry.............  212-522-0278
Caughran, Jim...........313-665-2239
Chauvenet, Russ......... 301-585-1072
Clarke, N & G........... 819-684-6163
Coulson, R & J.......... 219-563-2287
Cox, E & A...............213-783-1853
Deckinger, Mike.........  201-375-6971
Dees, Sylvia............ None
Devore, Howard.......... 313-565-4157
Donaho, Bill............ 415-652-4787
Ellern, Jane............ 213-794-3805
Ellik, Ron.............. 213-473-6321
Ellington, D & P........ 415-843-0263
Eney, Dick.............. 703-675-8132
Evans, Bill............. 301-277-4591
Grennell, Dean.......... 414-251-4598
Hansen, Chuck........... 303-722-8736
Harness, Jack..... ...... 213-395-1259
Hevelin, Rusty.......... 518-882-1810
Janke, Curtis D.......... 414-452-7162
Johnstone, Ted 
Kemp, Earl.... 
Knight, Miriam 
Leman, Bob....

213-670-4126 
312-784-8332 
415-845-3770 
412-833-1253

Lewis, Albert......  213-473-6321
Lichtman, Bob......  213-292-4459
McPhail, Dan.......405-353-4500
Martinez, Sam......918-936-7385
Metcalf,, Norm......None
Moskowitz, Sam......201-485-3298
Pelz, Bruce.........213-451-4180
Perdue, Elmer.......213-661-4170
Sneary, Rick........213-567-6101
Trimble, BJohn...... 714-897-0930
White, Ted.........  212-492-9518
Berman, Ruth........612-823-8$G2
Additions and corrections will be 
published subsequently. I ran out 
of ivestigation time this mailing. 
All of these numbers are available 
from information (except, of course, 
Bergeron's. )
ANKUS 12, published by Bruce Pelz 

for the 108th FAPA mlg, 
August 1964. Incunebulous Publica
tion 287.
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